Woe to those who call evil good and good evil, who put darkness for light and light for darkness, who put bitter for sweet and sweet for bitter. Isaiah 5:20

The communist bloc propounded evolutionary theory, whereas the religious realm insisted on there being a creator; hence they fought with one another. What has been advocated by worldwide blocs all ended in failure...

The world will become unstable without eliminating evolutionary theory and establishing the nucleus of absolute values based on a theory of creation, centered on the absolute God. CSG 1695

Greetings!

Before discussing Hyung Jin Nim's fascinating Father's Day Sermon critiquing Darwinian Evolutionary Theory, I suppose I should address the FFWPU-USA memo sent out to chapters around the country about Tyler Father's Words on 7/16/2012 - Video Selection

Hendrick's essay, "What True Father REALLY Said on July 16, 2012," which is a response to my June 13 email, "Rev. Moon: There is No Mother!" In his essay, Tyler offers HeHun Standard's translation of Father's extemporaneous words during his 7/16/2012 speech to the Abel UN Women's Inauguration Assembly.

While, there are many aspects to respond to, including speculations about what verb tense Father must have been using, the MOST glaring revelation coming from this FFWPU-endorsed translation of Father's words is to CONFIRM Father's clear declaration that he raised and educated Mother, contradicting Mother's non-principled claims that "Nobody educated me.... You cannot say that God's only begotten son educated God's only begotten daughter." (October 27, 2014)

Here are two of Father's unscripted statements, according to the FFWPU translation. (Full-length video of Father's 7/16/2012 Speech)

23:09 "I had to re-create Mother."

1:05:22 "I have raised Mother."

I thank Dr. Hendricks and FFWPU-USA for finally affirming, once and for all, Father's words that he DID in fact educate and raise Mother, as all of us have understood for the past 4-5 decades. We look forward to FFWPU-USA informing the FFWPU International headquarters about this important discovery.
I do consider it necessary to point out Tyler's and FFWPU-USA's curious silence about the other video I wrote about last week, the July 24, 2012 video of Father's refusal to release the two royal seals (옥새: royal seals) in which he explained that he could not do so because "the God of Night and the God of Day are still fighting."

Is this omission because they cannot re-interpret Father's REFUSAL to release the royal seals? Yes, actions are stubborn things, which cannot be explained away, even by a translator. Here is the video for you to watch again. I invite you to contact Tyler and urge him to have HeHun translate Father's words.

(Full version of 7/24/12 HDK)

Another ACTION that FFWPU cannot "re-translate" is Father's cancellation of the Holy Wedding Ceremony of Perfected True Parents (perfection stage wedding) that was to take place on his birthday in 2012. The day prior to this planned Holy Wedding of True Parents, Father CANCELLED the wedding and gave Mother one more year to achieve the required level of unity with Father. As we all know, Father passed away before his next birthday arrived.

All of this is a sad, painful story that none of us, including me, ever envisioned or want to think about, but if we care about understanding and following Father's will, it is a story we have to understand.

I AGAIN CALL UPON UTS to convene a conference with representatives from all sides to discuss Mother's theological claims to be born sinless, on the basis of the alleged merits of the Han clan. Let us compare her declarations with Father's own words.

I also call upon FFWPU International Headquarters to release 4 years of videos of Father's HDK sessions from 2009 - 2012 that have never been made public, for reasons that have never been explained.

******

Hyung Jin Nim started out Sunday's sermon by reminding listeners that the implementation of the archangelic, socialist, state-supporting government system requires controlling the public education system. One analysis of the amount of Darwinian education in K-12 public education found 250 pages of evolution teaching!

Darwinists confuse micro-evolution with macro evolution. Minor adaptations of color, size of beak = micro evolution. Random mutation can lead to different size dogs, who despite their differences always will be-- dogs!

Heckle's famous diagram, used in many Biology textbooks to this day, was known to be a fraud in his day. Another argument, that the human body includes "vestigial" organs from past evolutionary species that have no use, but medical science now finds that an organ like the "coccyx," or "tail bone," has an important function with tissues relating to rectal area. It is not "vestigial."

Evolutionary theory used as a political tool by totalitarians like Marx to justify state socialism. Get people away from God. And from parents' values. Japanese claimed to be most evolved because of less body hair. Germans claimed that the “Nordic race” was superior because of blond hair. Such justifications were invoked to eliminate “inferior” races.
Evolution vs. God documentary

As shown in the CSG 1695 on evolution above, Father knew that evolutionary theory was a tool to undermine and attack God's Kingdom.

Hyung Jin Nim showed a powerful Reality TV style video containing interviews with professors and students at UCLA on the topic of Evolution. It exposes that the veneer of authority of academic institutions, is based on beliefs that have never been substantiated. Students naively express their "faith in the experts and textbooks."

When moral absolutes break down the culture breaks down. Satan uses a strategy to undermine religious faith with faith in materialism. Multiculturalism emphasizes differences but falsely concludes there are no absolutes. In this turbulent time, important to return back to the root of God's love. Prepare our children to defend their faith.

********

Dan Fefferman's SANCTUARY!

Recently I was reminiscing about the events of this past year including the online debate with Dan Fefferman. Since Dan has been rather silent in recent months, I was missing the spirited give and take we used to have. Well, guess what! A friend of mine happened to send me a link for a beautiful song that Dan posted three years ago on his SoundCloud channel, before any of the current divisions, called...

SANCTUARY!

I knew Dan was a talented musician and biblical scholar, but I didn't know he was a prophet! I wonder if Dan would consent to having his song adopted as the theme song for the Unification Sanctuary? If you like the song as much as I do, let Dan know!

Dan Fefferman: SANCTUARY

_Last night I dreamed a dream and it was powerful strange
About a city ruled by men of pain and fear,
But then a chosen few unlocked the darkened gate
They finally found their way to Sanctuary!

Brave soldiers sacrificed and many souls did fall
For he's a lion strong our ancient enemy
But when we make it home to Sanctuary's walls
We cleanse our wounds with grace in Sanctuary.

Oh Sanctuary sweet,
Sanctuary true,
Sanctuary there for me and there for you
Sanctuary strong,
Sanctuary free,
Sanctuary waits for you and waits for me
Sanctuary, Sanctuary, Sanctuary, Sanctuary_
I thought I never knew how to dance and sing
For dark and forgetfulness had overtaken me
But when I sheltered safe in Sanctuary's wings
The music in my soul did not forsake me.

Oh Sanctuary sweet, Sanctuary true,
Sanctuary there for me and there for you
Sanctuary strong, Sanctuary free,
Sanctuary waits for you and waits for me.
Sanctuary, Sanctuary, Sanctuary, Sanctuary

Oh Sanctuary sweet, Sanctuary true,
Sanctuary there for me and there for you
Sanctuary strong, Sanctuary free,
Sanctuary waits for you and waits for me.
Sanctuary, Sanctuary, Sanctuary, Sanctuary

*******

May God bless you and your families!

Sincerely,

Richard

Richard A. Panzer, Ph.D., President
World Peace and Unification Sanctuary - USA